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Abstract
A two-dimensional finite automaton has a read-only input head that moves in four
directions on a finite array of cells labelled by symbols of the input alphabet. A three-
way two-dimensional automaton is prohibited from making upward moves, while a
two-way two-dimensional automaton can only move downward and rightward.
We show that the language emptiness problem for unary three-way nondetermin-
istic two-dimensional automata is NP-complete, and is in P for general-alphabet two-
way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata. We show that the language equiva-
lence problem for two-way deterministic two-dimensional automata is decidable, while
both the equivalence and universality problems for two-way nondeterministic two-
dimensional automata are undecidable. The deterministic case is the first known posi-
tive decidability result for the equivalence problem on two-dimensional automata over
a general alphabet. We show that there exists a unary three-way deterministic two-
dimensional automaton with a nonregular column projection, and we show that the
row projection of a unary three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton is
always regular.
Key words and phrases: decision problem, language emptiness, language equivalence,
three-way automata, two-dimensional automata, two-way automata
MSC2010 classes: 68Q45 (primary); 20F10 (secondary).
1 Introduction
A two-dimensional automaton is a generalization of a one-dimensional finite automaton that
operates on two-dimensional input words; that is, on arrays or matrices of symbols from an
alphabet Σ. The two-dimensional automaton model was originally introduced by Blum and
Hewitt [1, 2].
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2DFA-4W 2NFA-4W 2DFA-3W 2NFA-3W 2DFA-2W 2NFA-2W
membership ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
emptiness ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓† ✓∗ ✓∗
universality ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗
equivalence ✗ ✗ ? ✗ ✓ ✗
Table 1: Decidability results for two-dimensional automaton models. Decidable problems are
marked with ✓, undecidable problems are marked with ✗, and unknown results are marked
with a ? symbol. New decidability results presented in this paper are circled. Decision
problems for which we provide a complexity bound are indicated by ✓∗. Decision problems
for which we provide a complexity bound for the unary case are indicated by ✓†.
In the one-dimensional case, we may consider either one-way or two-way automaton
models. The one-way model is the classical definition of a finite automaton, while the two-
way model allows the input head of the automaton to move both leftward and rightward
within the input word. It is well-known that both one-way and two-way automata recognize
the regular languages.
The input head of a two-dimensional automaton can move in four directions, where the
direction is specified by the transition function. In this paper, we focus on restricted variants
of the two-dimensional automaton model. Such restrictions arise from limiting the movement
of the input head of the automaton. If we prevent the input head from moving upward, then
we obtain a three-way two-dimensional automaton. If we further prevent the input head
from moving leftward, then we obtain a two-way two-dimensional automaton. The three-
way two-dimensional automaton model was introduced by Rosenfeld [15], and the two-way
two-dimensional automaton model was introduced by Dong and Jin [3].
The emptiness problem for four-way two-dimensional automata is undecidable [18], while
the same problem is known to be decidable for three-way deterministic two-dimensional
automata [8, 13]. Decision problems for two-way two-dimensional automata have not been
considered much in the literature. Since a two-way two-dimensional automaton moves only
right and down, it cannot visit any symbol of the input word more than once. However,
the equivalence problem for two-way two-dimensional automata is, perhaps, not as simple
as one might expect, because the automata tested for equivalence can visit the input word
using a very different strategy and the computations may partially overlap.
Our results are as follows. Using an old result by Galil [4], we show that deciding empti-
ness of unary three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata is NP-complete, while
emptiness of two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata over general alphabets
can be decided in polynomial time. We show that equivalence of two-way deterministic two-
dimensional automata over general alphabets is decidable, while both equivalence and uni-
versality of two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata are undecidable. We also
consider row and column projection languages of two-way and three-way two-dimensional
automata.
Table 1 lists a selection of known decidability results for various two-dimensional au-
tomaton models. Note that almost no problems are decidable for four-way two-dimensional
automata since neither the emptiness nor universality problems are decidable for that model.
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More details about the two-dimensional automaton model and associated problems can be
found in survey articles by Inoue and Takanami [9] and Kari and Salo [11], as well as in a
recent survey by the first author [17].
2 Preliminaries
A two-dimensional word consists of a finite array, or rectangle, of cells labelled by a symbol
from a finite alphabet. The cells around the two-dimensional word are labelled by a special
boundary marker #. We denote the number of rows (resp., columns) of a two-dimensional
word W by |W |R (resp., |W |C).
We begin by defining the deterministic two-dimensional automaton model, also known
as a four-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton. A two-dimensional automaton has
a finite state control and is capable of moving its input head in four directions within a
two-dimensional input word: up, down, left, and right (denoted U , D, L, and R, respec-
tively). The squares around the input word are labelled by the boundary symbol # and, by
remembering the direction of the last move, the input head can be prevented from moving
outside this boundary. We assume that the machine accepts by entering a designated accept
state qaccept, and the machine halts and accepts when it enters qaccept. Other equivalent defi-
nitions are possible and the precise mode of acceptance is not important unless one considers
questions like state complexity. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the input
head begins its computation in the upper-left corner of the input word.
Definition 1 (Deterministic two-dimensional automaton). A deterministic two-dimensional
finite automaton (2DFA-4W) is a tuple (Q,Σ, δ, q0, qaccept), whereQ is a finite set of states, Σ is
the input alphabet (with # 6∈ Σ acting as a boundary symbol), δ : (Q\{qaccept})×(Σ∪{#})→
Q × {U,D, L,R} is the partial transition function, and q0, qaccept ∈ Q are the initial and
accepting states, respectively.
We can modify a two-dimensional automaton to be nondeterministic (2NFA-4W) in the
usual way by changing the transition function to map to the power set 2Q×{U,D,L,R}.
By restricting the movement of the input head, we obtain the aforementioned restricted
variants of the two-dimensional automaton model. Our first restriction comes from prevent-
ing the input head from moving upward.
Definition 2 (Three-way two-dimensional automaton). A three-way two-dimensional au-
tomaton (2DFA-3W/2NFA-3W) is a tuple (Q,Σ, δ, q0, qaccept) as in Definition 1, where the
transition function δ is restricted to use only the directions {D,L,R}.
If we prevent the input head from moving both upward and leftward, then we get an
even more restricted model called a two-way two-dimensional automaton.
Definition 3 (Two-way two-dimensional automaton). A two-way two-dimensional automa-
ton (2DFA-2W/2NFA-2W) is a tuple (Q,Σ, δ, q0, qaccept) as in Definition 1, where the transition
function δ is restricted to use only the directions {D,R}.
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Both the two-way and three-way automaton variants can be either deterministic or non-
deterministic, depending on their transition function δ. The power of the two-way two-
dimensional automaton model was discussed and compared to related automaton models
by Dong and Jin [3]. The fact that upward and leftward movements are prohibited means
that the input head can never return to a row if it moves down or to a column if it moves
right. Thus, the two-way two-dimensional automaton is a “read-once” automaton, in the
sense that it cannot visit any symbol twice.
A two-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton cannot visit all symbols of an input
word that has at least two rows and two columns. The same applies to a given computation
of a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton; however, different computations
of a nondeterministic automaton have the ability to visit all squares. In fact, it is known that
a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton cannot be simulated by a three-way
deterministic two-dimensional automaton.
Proposition 4 (Dong and Jin [3], Kari and Salo [11]). The recognition power of the two-way
nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton model and the three-way deterministic two-
dimensional automaton model are incomparable.
3 Language Emptiness
The language emptiness problem for three-way two-dimensional automata is decidable [8, 13].
Using a result by Galil [4], we show that deciding emptiness of unary three-way two-
dimensional automata is NP-complete. Galil [4] has shown that deciding emptiness of two-
way one-dimensional automata is in NP. Note that decidability of emptiness is not obvious
because the tight bound for converting a unary two-way deterministic one-dimensional au-
tomaton to a one-way nondeterministic one-dimensional automaton is superpolynomial [14].
Theorem 5. The emptiness problem for unary three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional
automata is NP-complete.
Proof. Let A be a unary three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton with n
states. We restrict the input head of A to operate only on the first row of the input word
by replacing all downward moves with “stay-in-place” moves. Call the resulting two-way
one-dimensional automaton A′. By doubling the number of states of A′, we can eliminate
“stay-in-place” moves.
Now, L(A) 6= ∅ if and only if L(A′) 6= ∅. Emptiness of unary two-way one-dimensional
automata can be decided in NP [4]. Furthermore, a unary two-way one-dimensional automa-
ton is a special case of a unary three-way two-dimensional automaton, and it is known that
emptiness for the former class is NP-hard [4].
In the general alphabet case, the emptiness problem for two-way deterministic one-
dimensional automata is PSPACE-hard [6], and it follows that the same applies to deter-
ministic three-way two-dimensional automata. Equivalence of deterministic and nondeter-
ministic three-way two-dimensional automata is decidable [13]; however, the known decision
algorithm does not operate in polynomial space. The question of whether emptiness of de-
terministic or nondeterministic three-way two-dimensional automata over general alphabets
is in PSPACE remains open.
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3.1 Two-Way Two-Dimensional Automata
The emptiness problem for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata is known
to be decidable, and the proof of decidability also acts as a trivial proof that the problem is
in NP: simply have the automaton guess an accepting computation. It turns out that the
problem can be solved in deterministic polynomial time.
Theorem 6. The emptiness problem for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional au-
tomata is in P.
Proof. We can check language emptiness of a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional
automaton A via the following procedure:
1. Beginning in the initial state of A, q0, compute the set of states reachable from q0.
Denote this set by Qreachable.
2. If qaccept appears in Qreachable, halt. Otherwise, continue.
3. For each q ∈ Qreachable, repeat as long as new states get added to Qreachable:
(a) Compute the set of states reachable from q. Denote this set by Q′reachable.
(b) If qaccept appears in Q
′
reachable, halt. Otherwise, continue.
(c) Add all states in Q′reachable to Qreachable if they do not already occur in that set.
4. Halt.
If the procedure reaches step 4, then qaccept was not encountered up to that point and,
therefore, the language of A is empty. Otherwise, the procedure encountered qaccept, so there
exists a sequence of alphabet symbols on which the input head of A can transition from q0
to qaccept.
At each stage of the procedure, the set of reachable states is computed by considering
all possible transitions on all alphabet symbols from the current state. Since A is a two-way
two-dimensional automaton, the input head of A cannot visit the same cell of the input
word more than once, which means that at each step both downward and rightward moves
on each alphabet symbol are possible. If A has n states, then step 3 is repeated at most n
times, which means that the algorithm terminates in polynomial time.
4 Language Equivalence
Language equivalence is known to be undecidable for four-way deterministic two-dimensional
automata [1], as well as for three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata [8]. The
equivalence problem for two-way deterministic two-dimensional automata can be expected
to be decidable, but turns out to be perhaps not as straightforward as one might initially
assume.
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4.1 Two-Way Deterministic Two-Dimensional Automata
To obtain the first main result of this section, we use a technical lemma (Lemma 7) roughly
based on the following idea. Suppose that we have a pair of two-way deterministic two-
dimensional automata A and B, where A has an accepting computation CA and B has a
rejecting computation CB on some sufficiently large input word W . Intuitively speaking, our
lemma uses a pumping property to reduce the dimension of W by finding repeated states
in CA and CB. To do this, we have to be careful to avoid cases where reducing the size
of the input word would force the computations to overlap (in parts where they did not
originally overlap) because in such a situation there would be, in general, no guarantee that
the underlying symbols in the overlapping parts match.
Lemma 7. Let A and B be two-way deterministic two-dimensional automata with m and n
states, respectively. Denote z = m·n· |Σ|2+1 and f(z) = z2 ·(z2+z−1). If L(A)−L(B) 6= ∅,
then L(A)−L(B) contains a two-dimensional word with at most f(z) rows and f(z) columns.
Proof. Consider a two-dimensional word W ∈ L(A)− L(B) and suppose that |W |C > f(z).
Let CA (resp., CB) denote an accepting computation of A (resp., a rejecting computation
of B) on W . Without loss of generality, we can assume that CA accepts (resp., CB re-
jects) when entering a cell containing the border marker; that is, each computation reads
through all columns or all rows of the input word. If the original automata are allowed to
accept/reject inside the input word, then they can be easily modified to equivalent automata
that accept/reject only at border markers. (Note that a two-way two-dimensional automaton
cannot enter an infinite loop.)
We show that L(A) − L(B) either (i) contains a word with strictly fewer than |W |C
columns and no more than |W |R rows, or (ii) contains a word with no more than |W |C
columns and strictly fewer than |W |R rows.
If CA and CB share at least z positions in W , then two of these shared positions must
have been reached via the same states of A and B on the same alphabet symbol. These
shared positions can be identified and removed to produce a word in L(A)−L(B) of strictly
smaller dimension. (See Figure 1a.)
Otherwise, CA and CB share fewer than z positions in W . Then, there exists some
subword Z in W consisting of z · (z2 + z − 1) consecutive complete columns of W where CA
and CB do not intersect.
If CA and CB do not enter the subword Z, then we can reduce the dimension of W
without affecting either of the computations CA and CB, and a similar reduction is easy to
do if only one of CA and CB enters the subword Z.
If CA and CB enter the subword Z, then without loss of generality, assume that within
the subword Z, CA is above CB and CA continues to the last row of Z. It is possible for
CB to finish earlier if it rejects at the bottom border of W . If neither CA nor CB visit all
columns of Z, then we can directly reduce the number of columns of W .
If CA contains a vertical drop of at least z steps within Z, or if CA finishes at least z
positions higher than CB within Z—which can occur only when Z consists of the last columns
of W—then the number of rows of W can be strictly reduced without affecting either of the
computations CA and CB. If such a scenario occurs in the jth column ofW , then CA contains
two cells (i1, j) and (i2, j) where i1 < i2 and where the cells are reached by the same states
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on the same alphabet symbol, and both states and symbol are matched by CB on rows i1
and i2. Thus, we can reduce the number of rows of W by i2 − i1. (See Figure 1b.) This
involves moving the remainder of the computation CB to the left and adding new cells in the
input word to guarantee that the input word is a rectangle. Note that moving the remainder
of CB to the left cannot force it to overlap with CA.
Now, we know that CA is above CB within Z and the vertical distance between the two
computations by the end is at most z. Denote by maxZ the maximal vertical difference of
CA and CB at any fixed column in Z. We consider two cases:
1. Suppose maxZ ≥ z
2+z. Suppose that the leftmost value of maximal vertical difference
occurs at column k within Z. Since, at the end, the vertical difference of CA and CB
is at most z, and since CA cannot contain a vertical drop of more than z steps, then
there must exist z “designated” columns between k and the last column of Z where
the vertical difference between CA and CB either monotonically decreases or stays the
same. (See Figure 1c.)
At two of these “designated” columns, say k1 and k2, the states of CA and CB and the
corresponding alphabet symbols coincide, and we can continue the computation CA
(resp., CB) from column k1 in the same way as from column k2.
Note that this transformation is not possible when the vertical distance in the “desig-
nated” columns is not monotonically decreasing, since if we move CA and CB so that
the computations continue from column k1 in the same way as from column k2, the
computations could be forced to overlap and we can no longer guarantee a matching
of alphabet symbols. (See Figure 1d.)
2. Suppose maxZ ≤ z
2 + z − 1. Then Z consists of z · (z2 + z − 1) columns, so there
must exist z columns where the vertical difference between CA and CB is the same.
The choice of z implies that, in two of these columns, the states of CA and CB and the
corresponding alphabet symbols coincide. Thus, we can strictly reduce the number of
columns of W without affecting either of the computations CA and CB.
Altogether, the previous cases establish a method for reducing the number of columns of
W when |W |C > f(z). The method for reducing the number of rows ofW when |W |R > f(z)
is completely analogous.
Lemma 7 gives a brute-force algorithm to decide equivalence for two-way deterministic
two-dimensional automata by checking all input words up to a given dimension, and the
algorithm depends only on the two automata in question. As a consequence of the existence
of such an algorithm, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 8. The equivalence problem for two-way deterministic two-dimensional automata
over a general alphabet is decidable.
Lemma 7 also decides the inclusion problem and it follows that inclusion of two-way
deterministic two-dimensional automata is decidable.
However, the brute-force algorithm given by Lemma 7 is extremely inefficient. The
question of whether there exists a more efficient decidability procedure remains open.
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(a) Removing shared computations
qA, b
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k
maxZ ≥
z
2 + z
≤ z
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CB
(c) Removing columns after row removal
k1 k2
CA
CB
(d) Situation with non-removable columns
Figure 1: Illustrations depicting various scenarios in Lemma 7
Note that a two-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton cannot visit a symbol in
the input word more than once, so we can reduce the number of states of such an automa-
ton in a manner analogous to reducing states in a one-way deterministic one-dimensional
automaton: mark pairs of states (qi, qj) as distinguishable if one of qi and qj is final and the
other is not, then iteratively mark pairs of states as distinguishable if both states reach a
previously-marked pair on some transition on the same alphabet symbol and in the same
direction (downward or rightward). Such an algorithm runs in polynomial time; however, it
is easy to see that a state-minimal two-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton need
not be unique. Therefore, it is unclear whether a state minimization approach can be used
to decide the equivalence problem.
4.2 Two-Way Nondeterministic Two-Dimensional Automata
For the second main result of this section, we show that the equivalence problem for two-way
nondeterministic two-dimensional automata is undecidable. Before we give a proof of this
claim, we require a few preliminary definitions and results.
A configuration C of a machine M is a sequence of tape symbols of M, where the
currently-scanned symbol is represented by the subscripted current state q. A computation
history is a sequence of configurations C1, C2, . . . , Cm that a machine goes through as it
performs a computation. A computation table is a computation history where each configu-
ration is written one on top of another, the first row of the table is the initial configuration,
and the last row of the table is the final configuration.
To show that the equivalence problem for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional au-
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tomata is undecidable, we will reduce the problem to showing that the universality problem
for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata is undecidable. We do so by con-
structing a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton A that checks whether or
not a given computation table corresponds to an accepting computation history for some
deterministic linear-bounded automaton M.
In order to perform such a reduction, we must represent the configurations in the com-
putation history ofM using a “double encoding” technique. A double encoding of a config-
uration denotes symbols and states as pairs., where the last symbol or state of the ith pair
is the same as the first symbol or state of the (i+ 1)st pair.
Example 9. Consider the configuration C = a b cq d e f, where the current state is q and
the currently-scanned symbol is c. The double encoding of this configuration is
(a, b), (b, cq), (cq, d), (d, e), (e, f).
With this notion, we can now present the proof of the result.
Theorem 10. The universality problem for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional au-
tomata is undecidable.
Proof. Construct a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton A that takes as
input a computation table. The automaton A checks that its input does not correspond
to a valid computation history for some deterministic linear-bounded automaton M in the
following way:
1. Nondeterministically check one of the following properties:
(a) The ith row of the input is not a double encoding of a configuration of M. This
can be done by moving nondeterministically to the ith row of the input and
reading the row as a nondeterministic one-dimensional automaton.
(b) The first row of the input is not a double encoding of an initial configuration of
M.
(c) The last row of the input is not a double encoding of a final configuration of M.
(d) For some row i, the (i+1)st row corresponding to the configuration Ci+1 does not
follow from the ith row corresponding to the configuration Ci in one computation
step of M.
For the last property, we have two possibilities:
i. A symbol in Ci+1 was changed, and that symbol was not read by a state in
Ci. This possibility is checked by moving nondeterministically to the column
of that symbol in Ci and making a downward move.
ii. A symbol in Ci+1 was changed by a state, but the change does not correspond
to a valid computation step ofM. Since A cannot make a leftward move and
hence cannot replicate leftward moves made by M, we require the double
encoding to check for such an invalid computation step.
2. If any of the properties are satisfied, accept.
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Using this procedure, A accepts all inputs if and only if L(M) = ∅; that is, if and only if
M has no accepting computations. Since the emptiness problem for deterministic linear-
bounded automata is undecidable [16], the result follows.
Lastly, since the universality problem is the same as checking whether L(A) = Σ∗ for
some automaton A, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 11. The equivalence problem for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional au-
tomata is undecidable.
Another hard open problem is to determine whether or not equivalence of three-way
deterministic two-dimensional automata is decidable.
5 Row and Column Projection Languages
The row projection (resp., column projection) of a two-dimensional language L is the one-
dimensional language consisting of the first rows (resp., first columns) of all two-dimensional
words in L.
General (four-way) deterministic two-dimensional automata can recognize that the input
word has, for example, exponential or doubly-exponential side-length [10], which implies that
the row or column projections, even in the unary case, need not be context-free.
Kinber [12] has shown that the numbers of rows and columns of unary two-dimensional
words in a language recognized by a three-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton are
connected by certain bilinear forms.
Here, we consider the row and column projection languages of unary languages recognized
by three-way two-dimensional automata, and we get differing regularity results for the row
and column projection languages, respectively.
Theorem 12. Given a unary three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton A,
the row projection language of L(A) is regular.
Proof. Let A be a unary three-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton. The row
projection language of A can be recognized by a two-way nondeterministic one-dimensional
automaton B by simulating the computation of A and replacing downward moves by “stay-
in-place” moves. The automaton B accepts if the simulated computation of A accepts, and
hence B recognizes exactly the first rows of two-dimensional words of L(A).
Since the row projection language of L(A) is recognized by a two-way nondeterministic
one-dimensional automaton, it is regular.
For the column projection operation, however, we are not guaranteed to have regularity
even with unary three-way deterministic two-dimensional automata. As a counterexample,
we use the following unary language:
Lcomposite = {a
m | m > 1 and m is not prime}.
Clearly, Lcomposite is nonregular since its complement is nonregular. The nonregularity of
Lcomposite plays a key role in the following lemma.
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# # # # #
# a11 a12 a13 #
# a21 a22 a23 #
# a31 a32 a33 #
# a41 a42 a43 #
# a51 a52 a53 #
...
Figure 2: An illustration of the movement of the input head of the automaton C, constructed
in Lemma 13, on an input word with three columns
Lemma 13. There exists a unary three-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton C
such that the column projection language of L(C) is equal to Lcomposite.
Proof. We construct the automaton C as follows. Given an input word of dimension m×n, C
first verifies that m > 1; that is, that the input word has more than one row. Then, moving
in a diagonal manner from the upper-left corner of the input word, the input head of C travels
downward and rightward until it reaches the last symbol of the (m + 1)st row. From this
symbol, the input head of C travels downward and leftward until it reaches the first symbol
of the (2m + 1)st row. These movements are illustrated in Figure 2, where ց denotes a
combined downward/rightward move and ւ denotes a combined downward/leftward move.
The automaton C accepts the input word if, after making at least two sweeps across the
input word, the input head reaches the lower-left or lower-right corner of the input word
after completing its current sweep.
The input head of C is able to detect when it has reached the lower-left or lower-right
corner of the input word in the following way:
• If the input head reads # following a leftward move, make a downward move followed
by a rightward move and check that both symbols read are #. If so, accept. Otherwise,
if the second symbol read is not #, continue.
• If the input head reads # following a rightward move, make a downward move followed
by a leftward move and check that both symbols read are #. If so, accept. Otherwise,
if the second symbol read is not #, continue.
• If the input head reads # following a downward move, reject.
Following this construction, we see that the column projection language of L(C) consists
of all strings of length at least 2 that do not have prime length; that is, Lcomposite. The
computation of C is completely deterministic.
Using Lemma 13, we obtain the main result pertaining to column projection languages.
Theorem 14. Given a unary three-way deterministic two-dimensional automaton A, the
column projection language of L(A) is not always regular.
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Remark. In a classical work, Greibach used the language Lcomposite to show that one-way
nondeterministic checking stack automata can recognize nonregular unary languages [5].
Ibarra et al. [7] introduced the notion of an accepting run of a two-way automaton. An
accepting run is, roughly speaking, a sequence of states that the automaton enters during
the course of some accepting computation. They showed that the set of accepting runs of a
two-way automaton can be strongly nonregular.
The proof of Lemma 13 provides an example where the set of accepting runs of a unary
two-way nondeterministic automaton is not regular. Using the automaton C from Lemma 13,
simulate the computation of C with a two-way one-dimensional automaton B as in Theo-
rem 12. Then, the set of accepting runs of B will not be regular because the number of
“stay-in-place” moves is guaranteed to be a composite number. Note that, although C is de-
terministic, the simulating two-way one-dimensional automaton B will be nondeterministic
because it has to guess when C has reached the last row and when the computation should
accept.
5.1 Two-Way Two-Dimensional Automata over General Alpha-
bets
As opposed to the three-way case, we can establish regularity results for both the row
projection and column projection languages of two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional
automata. Furthermore, we no longer require that the automaton has a unary alphabet.
Theorem 15. Given a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton A, the row
projection language of A is regular.
Proof. Let A be a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton. Construct a one-
way nondeterministic one-dimensional automaton B (with “stay-in-place” moves) to recog-
nize the row projection language of A as follows:
1. Use B to nondeterministically simulate rightward moves of A.
2. Simulate state changes of A after a downward move via a “stay-in-place” move, and
nondeterministically guess the alphabet character that A reads on the next row.
3. After A makes the first downward move, begin simulating rightward moves of A by
moving right but nondeterministically selecting an alphabet character for the simulated
transition of A. After this point, B ignores its own input.
Note that, after A makes a downward move, it can never return to the previous row. There-
fore, we do not care about the remaining contents of the previous row.
From here, B must count the number of rightward moves it simulates and check that
there exists an accepting computation of A where the number of rightward moves and the
length of the remaining input to B are equal.
Since the row projection language ofA is recognized by a nondeterministic one-dimensional
automaton, it is regular.
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As opposed to the three-way case, the handling of rows and columns for two-way two-
dimensional automata is symmetric: a row or column is read one way and cannot be re-
turned to after a downward or rightward move, respectively. Using a completely analogous
construction as in the proof of Theorem 15, we obtain a similar result for column projection
languages.
Theorem 16. Given a two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automaton A, the column
projection language of A is regular.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we considered decision problems for three-way and two-way two-dimensional
automata. We showed that the language emptiness problem is NP-complete for unary three-
way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata and in P for two-way nondeterministic two-
dimensional automata over a general alphabet. We also proved that the language equivalence
problem is decidable for two-way deterministic two-dimensional automata, while the equiv-
alence and universality problems in the nondeterministic case are undecidable. Lastly, we
investigated the row projection and column projection operations and found that the re-
sulting languages are regular for two-way nondeterministic two-dimensional automata over a
general alphabet. In the three-way case, only the row projection of a unary two-dimensional
language is regular.
As mentioned throughout this paper, some open problems remain in this area of study.
For three-way two-dimensional automata, it is unknown whether the general-alphabet empti-
ness problem belongs to PSPACE. A positive result would imply that the problem is PSPACE-
complete. For two-way two-dimensional automata, it could be interesting to investigate
whether an efficient algorithm exists to decide the equivalence problem in the deterministic
case (possibly by using a state minimization approach). Table 1 in Section 1 lists a selection
of decidability questions for various two-dimensional automaton models that remain unre-
solved, and for most problems listed as decidable in Table 1, exact complexity bounds have
not yet been determined.
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